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**DESCRIPTION**

Written for the clinician, *Cone Beam Computed Tomography* helps the reader understand how CBCT machines operate, perform advanced diagnosis using CT data, have a working knowledge of CBCT-related treatment planning for specific clinical tasks, and integrate these new technologies in daily practice.

This comprehensive text lays the foundation of CBCT technologies, explains how to interpret the data, recognize main pathologies, and utilize CBCT for diagnosis, treatment planning, and execution. Dr. Sarment first addresses technology and principles, radiobiologic risks, and CBCT for head and neck anatomy. The bulk of the text discusses diagnosis of pathologies and uses of CBCT technology in maxillofacial surgical planning, orthodontic and orthognathic planning, implant surgical site preparation, CAD/CAM surgical guidance, surgical navigation, endodontics airway measurements, and periodontal disease.

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**

Dr. David Sarment is a diplomate of the American Academy of Periodontology and is in private practice in Alexandria, Virginia. He has authored multiple scientific papers, three book chapters, and a textbook. His scientific papers have focused on surgical guidance using CBCT. Dr. Sarment also lectures nationally and internationally.
FEATURES

• Chapters written by leading experts in each subject area

• Clinically focused

• High-quality photographs and CBCT radiographs
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